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"The DOE2000 pilot projects will help reduce America's 

reliance on foreign oil by accelerating development of 

advanced technologies for a new generation of vehicles 

that are more energy efficient and environmentally 

acceptable. The two collaboratorles will enable scientists 

and engineers from government and Industry to work 

together in real time on combustion research and NOx 

reduction catalysts-two of the three critical technolo-

gies (fuel formulation being the third) needed to cost-

effectively control emissions of the energy-efficient 

diesel cycle engine to very low levels ." 

James J. Eberhardt 

Director. DOE Office of 

Heavy Vehicle Technologies 
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T H £ v 1 5 IoN oF Do£ 2 o o o is to accelerate the 

ability of the Department of Energy to accomplish its 

mission through advanced computing and collabora

tion technologies. D0£2000 ushers in a new era of 

scientific collaboration that transcends geographic. 

discipline. and organizational boundaries. 

By enabling nationwide use of unique computational 

and experimental resources. this initiative will realize 

significant cost savings while making research and 

development (R&D) more productive. D0£2000 will set 

the standard for scientific R&D organizations in the 

21st century. 

D0£2000 will bring together scientists and engineers 

from multiple disciplines and organizations and pro

vide them with state-of-the-art tools to solve complex 

scientific problems. This initiative will use advanced 

computing technologies to accelerate R&D and 

advanced collaboration technologies to make DOE's 

unique facilities and resources more accessible to 

R&D partners in national laboratories. academia. and 

industry. 

There are three components to the D0£2000 initiative: 

Advanced Computational Testing and Simulation (ACTS) : 

Advanced computational methodologies that facilitate 

the application of scientific models to experimental. 

environmental, and simulation data . 

National Collaboratories: Laboratories without walls 

that unite expertise. instruments. and computers. 

enabling scientists to carry out cooperative research 

independent of geography. 

Pilot Projects : Virtual laboratories that give scientists 

the technology to collectively observe and attack 

problems using combinations of ideas. methodologies , 

and instrumentation that do not exist at any single 

location. 



ADVANCED COMPUTATIONAL TESTING 

AND SIMULATION (ACTS) 

Advanced computational simulations ore required to 

address many of DOE's mission requirements. Full-scale 

nuclear weapons tests ore no longer possib le and will 

be replaced by computer simulations of reliability and 

occident scenarios . Simulations ore also needed for 

validation of long-term environmental remediation 

strategies and to anticipate the ecological effects of 

human activity on the global climate . 

Optimal solutions will require on integrated software 

framework that leverages the work and expertise of all 

sc ientists working on these and similar problems. The 

ACTS Toolkit will provide a science-friendly package of 

software. algorithms. interfaces. and other tools that make 

the power of high-performance computers accessible 

to researchers . 

Goals 

@ Deve lop on integrated set of software tools. algorithms. 

and environments that accelerate the adoption and 

use of advanced computing . 

@ Develop on advanced software framework for the 

integration of the other tools into a productive distrib

uted environment. 

@ Enable DO£ programs to thoroughly exploit large

scale computing resources to address mission -c rit ical 

problems. 

Benefits 

@ High-performance computation enables scientists to 

test theories when conventional experimentation is 

dangerous. expensive. or infeasible . 

@ Computat ional simulations ore providing results that 

exhibit ever-increasing fidelity to physical reality. 
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The strategy for building the ACTS Toolkit is to select a 

base set of e xisting successful tools. provide support to 

make them interoperable . and e xplore enhanced prob· 

!em-solving capabilities on specific computing platforms. 

The Toolkit will include capabilities for representing 

complex geometries. solving diverse numerical equations . 

simplifying multi-language parallel execution . evaluating 

and enhancing code performance . and dynamically 

steering calculations during execution . 

The initial Toolkit development is called the Scientific 

Template Library (SciTL..) . In volving 14 ongo ing projects 

among fi ve DOE laboratories. SciTL.. is a prototype 

library meant to provide immediate utility to applica

tions developers and to promote feedback for further 

project development . 

SciTL.. focu ses on three types of software: frameworks. 

numerical kernels. and runtime support. A framework is 

the organization of a set of components for a particular 

class of problems. Numerical kernels exist for a wide 

range of mathematical operations. This proj ect will focus 

initially on kernels for the solution of large sparse linear 

and nonlinear systems. Runtime support libraries provide 

a number of services. including task and thread manage-

ment . resource 

management. 

mon itoring . data 

management. and 

communication 

infrastructure. 

ACTS wilt use 

object-oriented 

software tech-

niques to devet-

op a common 

System s Inte grat ion 

Th e POOMA (Parallel Object-Ori e nted Metho d s 

and App licat ion s) framework is be ing used to 

rap idly prototype applicatio ns on d istributed. 

he te rogeneous paralle l architectures. 

interface for numerical tools that makes these toots 

usable in multiple scientific applications on multiple 

hardware platforms. 
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TH£ NATIONAL CO LLABORAT OR I£ 5 

DO£ has a remarkable array of research facilities . 

many of which have no counterpart anywhere else in the 

world. These state-of-the-art installations are important 

national resources that represent large federal invest

ments in specialized research. Effective use of these 

facilities has been constrained by scientists' need for 

physical proximity to colleagues and resources . 

The National Collaboratories will enable scientists at 

multiple locations to use these facilities simultaneously, 

working together in real time on experiments and simu

lations. Collaboration tools will include networked file 

and database facilities . resource locators. videocon

ferencing. remote instrumentation. multiple-supercom

puter software . and shared visualization and 

virtual reality applications. 

Goals 

@ Develop new capabil

ities . such as shared 

virtual reality spaces. 

@ Resolve known prob-

lems. such as the need 

for reliable multicasting. 

@ Broker community

wide agreement 

on standards and 

architecture. 

Benefits 

The electronic framework for real-time 

collaboration will turn each partici

pant's workstation into a multi-function 

videoconference room . 

@ Collaboration is essential to the efficient solution of 

large-scale scientific and engineering problems. 

@ Making experimental instruments and supercomputers 

available to qualified researchers throughout industry 

and academia will significantly increase the return on 

investment. 
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Collaboratories and on · line facilities are beginning 

to revolutionize DOE's ability to solve large. complex 

problems. However. current collaborative tools and 

technologies are not well integrated . standards and 

security mechanisms are limited . and display tech · 

nologies are incompatible . To make existing resources 

truly effective. scientists and engineers must be able 

to interact as if they were physically in one place

sharing data. high-performance computing systems. and 

instrumentation independent of location . D0€2000 is 

IW . 
~ - -

an ongoing effort to develop 

and refine collaborative 

technologies . 

For e xample. scientists at 

Argonne . Lawrence Berkeley, 

and Sandia national labora· 

tories are working to develop 

a common software infrastructure that can 

be shared by many projects. The result will 

be improved software interoper· 

ability. reduced duplication of 

effort. and enhanced interlab 

cooperation. This infrastructure 

will provide essential distributed 

computing functions such as 

resource location . data trans· 

port. and security. 

Another important element in 

collaboratory infrastructure is an electronic notebook 

which allows geographically separated researchers to 

share the record of their joint e xperiments and research 

programs. Scientists at Lawrence Berkeley. Oak Ridge . 

and Pacific Northwest national laboratories are develop· 

ing a modular. extensible notebook framework and using 

it to produce cross·platform interoperating prototype 

implementations. The prototypes will share components 

for input and display of sketches. text . equations. 

images. graphs. and other data types. 
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PILOT PROJECT : THE MATERIALS 

M ICROCHARACTERIZATION COLLABORATORY 

Technologically advanced materials exhibit unique 

properties because their microstructure and microchem

istry are carefully tailored during the manufacturing 

process. In order to improve these properties. such as 

wear resistance and fracture toughness. scientists need 

to develop a deeper understanding of why materials 

behave the way they do. 

The Materials MicroCharacterization Collaboratory 

(MMC) will link scientists at five materials microcharac

terization facilities in an interactive electronic laboratory. 

Participants include Argonne . Lawrence Berkeley. and 

Oak Ridge national laboratories. the National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST). and the University 

of Illinois. Each of these facilities possesses unique. 

dedicated microcharacterization instrumentation not 

available elsewhere . 

MMC participating centers collectively house virtually 

every characterization technique which employs elec

trons. ions. photons. x-rays . neutrons. mechanical, 

and/or electromagnetic radiation to elucidate the 

microstructure of any material. MMC will provide other 

participants with easy remote access to these comple

mentary facilities. 

Telepresence operation of electron microscopes is a 

developing technology among MMC partners. and each 

center focuses on a particular aspect. Argonne is con

centrating on platform-independent access and control. 

implemented via an intelligent electronic laboratory 

server that uses conventional World Wide Web browsers. 

Berkeley Lab is exploring an intelligent man-machine 

interface for remote dynamic experiments in which the 

Internet cannot guarantee real-time delivery of commands 

and data. Oak Ridge Is focusing on automating as much 

of the microscope operation as possible on the local 

computer and then using low-cost commercial software 

to remotely view and control the local computer. 
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New co llaboratory technolog ies allow 

Argonne National Laboratory 's elec

tron mi croscope to be controlled 

remotely over the World Wide Web. 

On-line interaction with scientists and their instruments 

provides unique learning opportunities. giving students 

a direct experience of how science is conducted . A 

university course has already bee n linked electroni

cally to an Oak Ridge microscopy laboratory. and the 

concept could be extended to the high school and 

middle school levels. 

While access to instrumentation is important. new scien-

tific discove ries also depend on the collaboration of 

scientists who design and execute the e xperiments. By 

placing creative scientists with complementary expertise 

in a new environment that allows immediate interactions. 

unencumbered by distance . the Collaboratory will 

enhance their ability to carry out scientific research . 

HHC will further the DOE research mission in areas 

such as basic energy science. energy efficiency. and 

pollution control-for e xample . finding better e xhaust 

catalyst materials to reduce diesel emissions. 
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PIL.. O T P R OJ E C T: TH E DIE S EL.. C O MBUSTI O N 

COL.. L A B ORAT O RY 

DOE's ongoing support of research into more efficient 

and cleaner-burning diesel engines has resulted in 

highly successful industrial partnerships . The Diesel 

Combustion Collaboratory (DCC) aims to ma ximize the 

return on these investments through increased utiliza

tion of computational models and a reduction in tra vel 

e xpenses. The objective is a streamlined design process 

with an enhanced rate of information e xchange among 

scientists in diesel engine research . 

DCC will facilitate the work of the Heavy Duty Diesel 

Combustion CRADA (Cooperative Research and 

Development Agreement). Participants include Sandia . 

Los Alamos. Lawrence Berkeley. and Lawrence Livermore 

national laboratories. together with the University of 

Wisconsin and three industrial partners: Cummins Engine 

Co .. Caterpillar Inc .. and Detroit Diesel Corp. The 

Collaboratory will implement . evaluate . and test a set 

of tools which will allow researchers at these distributed 

sites to : 

@ Share graphical data from e x periments or models 

us ing desktop workstations or personal computers. 

@ Discuss modeling strategies and quickly e xchange 

model descriptions between groups. 

@ Archive e xperimental data. model data . and presenta 

tion materials in a Web-accessible electronic notebook. 

@ Produce a Distributed Execution Management System 

(OEMS) to run combustion models on high-performance 

computers at widely separated locations. 

@ Build Web-based data processing tools to allow 

quicker analysis of e xperimental data and modeling 

results . 

@ Videoconference one-on -one collaborat ions and 

group meetings using desktop wo rkstations and personal 

computers. 
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One of the major goals of the Collaboratory is to make 

modeling more efficient . OEMS will be developed as a 

distributed meta-computer with direct access to the 

data archive. This functionality will allow research 

partners not located at Sandia . Lawrence Livermore. 

or Los Alamos to use the large computers at these 

labs with significantly lower intellectual startup cost 

than is currently the case. From their own workstations. 

scientists will be able to discuss modeling strategies. 

exchange model descriptions between groups. and run 

modeling programs. OEMS will produce results faster 

and make them available to the whole Collaboratory. 

Because much of the data generated by DCC will be 

proprietary. it will be necessary to implement security 

strategies into the data-sharing tools. 

Videoconferencing capability is a key element in DCC. 

There are many instances when meetings of a team or 

subgroup would be productive. but time commitment and 

cost outweigh the usefulness of getting together. The 

proposed solution is a system that incorporates multi-site. 

workstation-based videoconferencing. Everyone in the 

group would have a microphone and camera at their 

workstation . enabling them to hear and see each of the 

other group members. Videoconferencing is a cost

effective way to foster lively interchange among scien

tists and engineers across the country. accelerating the 

pace of research and development. 

Evolution of EPA Diesel Emissions Standards 
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To meet increasingly strict regulatory goals for reducing 

nitrous oxide and particulate emissions. cleaner-burning 

diesel engines must be developed . 
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